Central Oregon Economic Outlook
Our Economic Forecast? It’s Coming Up Rosy
Well, Maybe

by JIM SCHELL
for CBN

If, however, our world and our country
somehow survive another year without
imploding, Central Oregon is due to kill it.
If I were Warren Buffet, I’d buy stock in us.

A

ll other things being equal, Central Oregon’s economic
outlook is just about as good as it gets. Unfortunately,
however, those “other things” aren’t under our control.
Foremost among them are 1) the stock market (way, way
overdue for a correction, 2) the U.S. political scene (totally
unpredictable) and 3) the rest of the world (North Korea, by
itself, is scary enough).
If, however, our world and our country somehow survive
another year without imploding, Central Oregon is due to kill it. If
I were Warren Buffet, I’d buy stock in us.
To understand how our regional economy works, one must
first understand that we have two economies at play. The first
is our “Traditional Economy” sector; these are those businesses

that provide local consumers with the products and services we consume. Car
dealers, developers, and utilities come to mind.
The businesses in Traditional Economy, generally speaking, will grow in
concert with the population. If Central Oregon grows by five percent, the
Traditional sector will grow similarly. I’m not aware of the population forecast for
Central Oregon for 2018, but my guess is it’s in the neighborhood of five percent.
Five percent in most of the U.S. would be in their dreams. (The U.S. Government
gets excited at the mention of three percent).
The second part of our economy is the “New Economy” sector; i.e. those
businesses that EDCO dubs the Traded Sector. The New Economy sector is
composed of those businesses whose customers reside somewhere else; which
means their products and services are shipped and consumed outside of the
Central Oregon region. The most active clusters within the New Economy sector
are technology, bioscience, outdoor, microbrewery, food, energy and UAV.
Predictions for the New Economy sector is a toss of the coin. Who knows
what new businesses will decide to move to our region? (Think Daimler Trucks
in Madras in 2017). Who knows what new data centers will be announced in
2018? (Think Facebook in 2017). Will Budweiser continue to throw money at 10
Barrel? Ditto with Capsugel at Bend Research. Will we have any new rocket ship
companies appear on the scene, like HyrdroFlask and Humm have done in the
past? What new businesses is EDCO courting that they’re not telling us about?
Your guess is as good as mine as to the rate of growth in our New Economy
sector. If forced, I’d throw out a 15 percent increase, but who knows? Even Roger
Lee would have to roll the dice on this one.
Not all is good where this kind of growth is concerned, incidentally. Rapid
growth presents a whole new raft of problems. Where will the skilled labor come
from? What about our burgeoning home prices? How about the infrastructure
required to service the increase in population?
Don’t get me wrong, I’m not complaining. After all, we’re fortunate to have
the kind of growth we’re talking about, Klamath Falls and Medford would love
to have our problems. Flat growth or declining growth presents its own set of
problems, and they’re not nearly as satisfying to resolve.
So yes, all other things being equal, our region’s bull market is poised to continue.
If you see Warren Buffet at the Redmond airport, you’ll know why he’s here.
Jim Schell, working on cool stuff, Jim.Schell5@gmail.com, 541-788-7137

Bend Tourism Continues
to Evolve in 2018

by KEVNEY DUGAN
of Visit Bend

Bend’s tourism industry saw a 62 percent
increase between 2010 and 2016, and we
anticipated a slight leveling-off in 2017.
There were no surprises there, with an
11.37 percent increase in transient room
tax (TRT) collections for 2017. We expect
a similar trend in 2018, with continued,
modest growth pacing around two-four
percent. That makes for exciting times
in Bend’s tourism industry, as all of us—
community members as well as tourism
stakeholders—have a chance to help
shape the future of Bend tourism.
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017 was a year of big change for Bend’s tourism industry, as Visit Bend
responded to community input by introducing sustainable tourism
initiatives like Visit Like a Local and The Bend Pledge. Those programs have
set the stage as we move forward into 2018.
Bend’s tourism industry saw a 62 percent increase between 2010 and 2016,
and we anticipated a slight leveling-off in 2017. There were no surprises there,
with an 11.37 percent increase in transient room tax (TRT) collections for 2017.
We expect a similar trend in 2018, with continued, modest growth pacing
around two-four percent. That makes for exciting times in Bend’s tourism
industry, as all of us—community members as well as tourism stakeholders—
have a chance to help shape the future of Bend tourism. My open door policy
continues in 2018, and I welcome input and feedback from Bend residents.
The coming year will be packed with exciting events that we expect to help
continue building bridges between tourism and local interests. The Fly Fishing
National Championships will be hosted here in early June, and the Cyclocross
Cross Crusade will return in October. Both events offer a chance for locals to

interact with top competitors while introducing newcomers to the Bend we all
know and love.
Another highlight of 2018 will be the Cascade Cycling Classic. This
longstanding Bend event (and America’s longest-running stage race) found
itself without a sponsor last year after 38 years in the community. Partnering
with Bowen Sports Performance, Visit Bend stepped in to sponsor the event
moving forward, with the hope of more fully engaging the community in the
world of professional cycling. By shifting the race from mid-summer to early
June, we hope to alleviate the crowding and congestion that came with hosting
a peak-season event.
The partnership with Bowen Sports Performance is just the tip of the iceberg
in terms of Bend’s collaborative efforts for the coming year. Our partnership
last year with Cascades East Transit and the City of Bend helped bring the
Ride Bend Summer Shuttle to Bend, and will continue in 2018. A total of 7,435
passengers used the Ride Bend shuttle last summer, with more than 50 percent
of those surveyed indicating that without the shuttle, they would have driven
a car or stayed home entirely. The shuttle will return in 2018, offering free
transportation between core areas such as the Old Mill District and Downtown
Bend in an effort to alleviate congestion and encourage more sustainable
transportation options.
Speaking of alternative transportation, we’ve partnered with Zagster to bring
more bike share stations to Bend in the coming year. There’s currently one in the
Old Mill District, OSU Cascades, and in Downtown Bend, with another station
slated for Drake Park in 2018.
One trend we’re keeping a close eye in the coming year is the surge of Airbnb
as a lodging choice for tourists, particularly millennials. As traveler preferences
evolve, Visit Bend will continue monitoring trends to keep a finger on the pulse
of Bend’s mix of lodging options. Two new hotels are opening in 2018, with the
new Best Western Premier Peppertree opening in June and a new Residence Inn
opening in the Old Mill District in October.
Visit Bend has long been a web-focused marketing organization, and we
continue to be a trendsetter in embracing social media shifts and consumer
preferences for more interactive vacation planning options. Visit Bend will
launch a new website this spring, allowing visitors to create and share itineraries
right on the site. It’s a feature we hope will encourage more repeat visitors to
Visit Bend’s already robust website, which saw 1,372,738 visits in 2017.
We’re also proud to be part of the Oregon Governor’s Conference on Tourism,
which will be hosted in Bend in 2018 for the first time since 2010.
On the marketing front, Visit Bend continues to maintain a strong focus
on winter and shoulder season tourism. Historically speaking, winter and
shoulder season tourism volume can be less than 50 percent of peak summer
months, and we will continue striving to create a more sustainable revenue
cycle for businesses dependent on tourism dollars. Visit Bend’s 2018 marketing
campaigns will target potential visitors from across Oregon, the greater Seattle
area, the San Francisco area, and Northern California markets. The messaging
invites visitors to enjoy Bend’s world class outdoor recreation and exciting
cultural tourism opportunities.
The focus on cultural tourism extends to Bend’s support of the Bend Cultural
Tourism Fund (BCTF) as well. Through the BCTF, Visit Bend is set to contribute
$200,000 in 2018 to events and attractions that draw visitors here during the
off-peak season. Having a long-term marketing fund in place for arts and
culture is one way to ensure the growth and success of Bend’s vibrant arts
community for many years to come.
All of these elements add up to an emphasis on responsible, creative,
long-term planning for the growth of Bend’s robust tourism industry. We’re
excited about the future of tourism, and invite you to be a part of the
evolving conversation.
Kevney Dugan, Visit Bend, 541-382-8048
visitbend.com

The Arts: Where We Stand Now
& Some Thoughts About What’s Next
Because only 27 percent responded, the real numbers are much higher.
When I did a back of the envelope calculation in 2013 by making phone
calls and pouring over the 990 tax returns of regional arts nonprofits, my
calculations brought me to a figure closer to $49 million. So, the question
remains, what is the real number? I would say it’s very safe to say well over
$30 million.

by CATE O’HAGAN
Arts Development Consultant

Survey features findings from 341 regions
representing all 50 states and the District
of Columbia and estimates the economic
impact of the arts nationally. Participating
communities ranged in population from
1,500 to four million and include rural,
suburban and urban areas.

O

ver time arts advocates realized the most effective tool in their quiver to
make the case for the arts is found in the economic impact argument.
In 2015 Americans for the Arts (AFTA) undertook their fifth study of
the nonprofit arts and culture industry’s impact on the nation’s economy. I
underscore the word “nonprofit” to emphasize that this study does not include
the broader definition of creative individuals and for profit industries. (Think
film making and music industries for instance.) The most comprehensive survey
of its kind, the study features findings from 341 regions representing all 50
states and the District of Columbia and estimates the economic impact of the
arts nationally. Participating communities ranged in population from 1,500 to
four million and include rural, suburban and urban areas.
When news of AFTA’s intentions to launch another study reached the Oregon
Arts Commission (OAC), their staff reached out to Central Oregon as an area
not yet covered by the study. The local Central Oregon nonprofit Arts & Culture
Alliance (ACA) grabbed the baton and ran with the facilitation of the study,
which was published in 2017. Thanks to the ACA, our region is now on the
national statistical arts and culture radar.
I don’t believe most of us think about how much money the nonprofit arts
and culture industry generates, which reached an impressive $166.3 billion in
spending by the nonprofit organizations themselves and further leveraged
an additional $102.5 billion in event-related spending by their audiences. This
significant economic activity supported 4.6 million jobs and generated $27.5
billion in government revenue. Currently our government, largely through
organizations like the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Endowment for the Humanities, distributes a collective $5 billion in arts and
culture allocations to nonprofits around the country. Note that total revenue
minus distribution results in a $22.5 billion difference that supports our
government, so erase any preconceived notion that the arts are a drain on our
national coffers.
These are real numbers. Each study, including in Central Oregon, is based
solely on the actual survey data collected. No estimates were made to account
for nonresponding organizations. Therefore, the less-than-100 percent response
rates suggest an understatement of the economic impact findings.
Bringing it to our home turf, the AFTA study surveyed 48 eligible nonprofits
in Deschutes and Jefferson counties. Thirteen of those 48, or 27.1 percent,
responded. In 2016 at total of 498 valid audience-intercept surveys were
collected from attendees to nonprofit arts and cultural performances,
events and exhibitions. The ACA and its members are to be commended for
undertaking this work. Randomly selected respondents provided itemized
data on attendance-related activities such as meals, souvenirs, transportation,
parking and lodging.
The study results reveal that arts and cultural organizations in Deschutes
and Jefferson County spent $9,958,558 in fiscal year 2015. The lion’s share of
that $10 million is invested back into the local economy for salaries, payroll
taxes, lumber, fuel, utilities, cleaning supplies, you name it. Arts and cultural
audiences spent $24,706,823. 276,758 residents attended events. 159,082
nonresidents attended for a total audience of 435,840. Nonprofit arts and
cultural event attendees spend an average of $56.71 per person, not counting
the cost of a ticket.

The study was important to do in order to make the case for the economic
contributions made by the arts. Then, what, besides sharing the survey
results, should be done next? How can we build this creative industry that
collectively enriches our lives, creates a sense of place, attracts tourism and
enhances community? We see quality art in our roundabouts, art in our
hospitals, music in our public squares, theatre in our parks. These events are
not mysteriously dropped here by aliens. We have the talent here to create
and the acumen to produce quality art and culture programming. How do
we increase support for this critically important sector, particularly in light of
the swath cut through our arts community by the recession and the fact that
still, the arts in this state remain low on the list of programs to support?
To make the “low support” point I draw a comparison between Alabama’s
legislative appropriation for the arts with Oregon’s. Alabama’s appropriation
is about two and a half times Oregon’s and increased slightly in 2018,
while Oregon’s was sliced by 11 percent. Locally, unlike most areas in the
state, municipalities and county governments do not support the arts. The
exception here is Redmond. And, add (or subtract) the fact that foundations
who grant funds to arts and culture nonprofits allocate the vast majority of
their support West of the Cascades. There are existing strategies to rectify the
disparity in equity, but that is worthy of another article, or thesis, or book.
Seeking answers to these and other questions takes us to another study
commissioned around the same time. This survey examines the employment
numbers in the three-county regional creative sector, the numbers of people
employed in this sector, and their total earnings. The study also aims to
identify major challenges to the sector and opportunities for growth. The
concept underlying the study is based on the knowledge that communities
with prosperous creative sectors broadcast vitality and vibrancy and tend
to attract desirable businesses and industries, which in turn sustain healthy
workforces and communities.
This study was commissioned by the Central Oregon Regional Solutions
Advisory Committee. The statewide Regional Solutions network was
established in 2011 by the Governor’s office as an economic development
tool to “Engage all resources in the community (public, private and civic)
to shape the region’s future and accelerate and complete on the ground
economic and community development projects.” To tackle this task, the
state was divided into 11 regions with an advisory committee for each. Our
three-county region of Crook, Jefferson and Deschutes is represented in the
endeavor by the Central Oregon Regional Solutions Advisory Committee
(CORSAC). (There will be no acronym test at the end of this article.)
To accomplish their work, CORSAC “Support the Regional Creative
Economy” was added to a list of priorities which includes such important
strategies as support for OSU-Cascades, workforce housing, transportation,
etc. CORSAC was the first Regional Solutions committee in the state to
include a priority for a creative economy. A consultant was hired and the
calculations began using the Employment Department system and the
Cascade Business News Book of Lists. Because the data gathered measures
different categories than the AFTA study and is not an apples-to-apples
comparison, it is not helpful to list here. The consultant’s job was to look at
the entire creative sector including nonprofit organizations, individuals and
business such as local architects, event venues, film and video, galleries,
musical instrument makers and the like. One interesting fact rises to the top:
the total payroll for the 122 organizations with employees was calculated at
$26.8 million. Once again, a significant figure.
To grow our creative economy there are a few interrelated focus areas to
suggest to examine. No surprise they involve planning. First, I think it would
be an easy lift to act on regional joint marketing strategies in collaboration
with tourism agencies. The Cultural Byways model already exists and can
easily be expanded by creating an app for visitors and locals alike. The Arts
& Culture Alliance is perfectly positioned to take this on. Longer term, a
well-considered regional Creative Action Plan inclusive of a regional resource
development strategy as well as a plan for arts and culture infrastructure
creation in collaboration with economic development and land use planning
agencies and developers. There are similar models for success for regional
arts development all over this country. I know we can do it.
Cate O’Hagan, arts development consultant, specializing in project
management, arts and culture programming, grant writing, arts planning
for municipalities, writing projects. Interested in collaborations and
finding intersections between economic development efforts and arts and
culture. Served as department heads of arts organizations large and small;
former executive director of Arts Central.
InterestingProjectsOnly.com
CateMarieOhagan@gmail.com

Small Business Development Center
Sees Robust Outlook for 2018

T

he Small Business Development Center (SBDC) at Central
Oregon Community College (COCC) sees a robust outlook for
2018 as optimism in the economy will continue to drive growth
throughout this year. The new tax laws are one contributing factor
that will provide business owners with more capital to invest in
their business, add jobs, and for some, increase pay. In addition, the
continued in-migration of new businesses and residents to Central
Oregon will drive the local economy, with Bend-Redmond ranked #1
for the second year in a row on the Milken Institute’s Best-Performing
Cities Index.

by STEVE CURLEY
Director, COCC Small Business Development Center

The Central Oregon SBDC is one of
nineteen centers throughout the state that
work with a diverse range of businesses
from start-up to larger traded sector
companies offering many training
programs and one-to-one advising. In the
past year the local center has worked
with 335 businesses that have created 75
jobs and added $1.4 million in capital
investment. In addition, the businesses
working with the SBDC showed increased
sales of over $6 million for the period.

The Central Oregon SBDC is one of nineteen centers throughout
the state that work with a diverse range of businesses from start-up to
larger traded sector companies offering many training programs and
one-to-one advising. In the past year the local center has worked with
335 businesses that have created 75 jobs and added $1.4 million in
capital investment. In addition, the businesses working with the SBDC
showed increased sales of over $6 million for the period.
One of the ongoing changes to our local economy is the
continued diversification of our business base. While real estate
remains strong, it continues to be balanced by other industries
driving the local economy. The region continues to see growth in
technology and biotech with capital investments in new buildings
continuing. In addition, the outdoor industry is becoming more
of a force not only in the growth of current companies, but also
attracting new entrepreneurial ventures that find our close proximity
to the outdoor environment a perfect place set up shop. There is also
the growing food industry playing a role, as well as the unmanned
aerial systems sectors.
The ongoing challenges to this growth will continue to be rooted
in available housing and a ready workforce to meet the demands.
And, while there are groups and public entities addressing the
housing issues, the lagging effect of the last great recession, when
almost all building stopped, will continue to impact housing for a
number of years.
On a positive note, as new residents continue to move to the
area for lifestyle, this will help offset the demand for workers, since
unemployment levels are at all-time lows not just locally, but also
nationally as well.
“We are in an exciting time for local businesses,” said Steve Curley,
director of the center at COCC. “Our local economy is strong and
continues to be driven by entrepreneurs who want to live and grow
their businesses in Central Oregon.”
The Central Oregon Community College SBDC is focused on
enriching the Central Oregon community by helping build Oregon’s
best businesses. The SBDC offers no-cost one-to-one business
advising, business planning, educational workshops, market research
and assistance in accessing capital for businesses. The goal of the
SBDC is to have a positive impact on the growth and sustainability of
Central Oregon’s economy. For more information on available services,
contact the SBDC at 541-383-7290 or go to www.cocc.edu/sbdc.

Forecast Past & Present
pass on a portion of federal corporate tax savings to non-management employees.
It will be interesting to see the effect of these investments, pay increases and
bonuses, all of which spur on economic activity and optimism. Remember, we are a
nation driven perhaps more than any other on the globe, by consumers. But capital
February
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investment, a foundation for future economic
activity
and
job creation,
will not
happen overnight - it takes time to build new buildings or additions, fabricate new
equipment and find talent. These will likely bridge one economic cycle to another,
which is positive — creating a softer landing at the next trough.
Factors that will potentially slow expansion of the national economy, however are
no less significant. Protectionism, a long-dormant policy in this nation, is a frontand-center issue and usually an omen of contraction for the very industries it seeks
by ROGER J. LEE
to shelter. Immigration, the foundation of America’s positive population trend vis-àEconomic Development
vis other industrialized countries, plays a key role in both workforce and innovation
for Central Oregon
advantages we’ve enjoyed for generations. If you’ve been bored by the subject of
economics and public policy in the past, now is a great time to re-engage because
there is the potential for significant change on the horizon.
Central Oregon Economy
The Central Oregon economy
Led again by Deschutes County and
has never been on more solid footing.
its communities, the region is “on fire”
from an economic standpoint. The
A diverse mix of small companies in a
sampling of national rankings to the
right is a quick illustration of just how
broad variety of industries now forms the
strong things are today. The Bendfoundation of our employment base.
Redmond MSA #1 ranking for all U.S.
cities for annual GDP growth (+8.1
percent), #2 rank for job growth (+5.9
percent) and #6 for population growth
orecasting the future is an inherently risky business. Predicting what will
(+4.9 percent) leave even the fastest
happen to our immensely complex and ever-changing economy is exceedingly
growing countries on the planet in the
dangerous. As one economist noted, “You’re either lucky or wrong.” That said,
dust (think China and India). In 2017,
there are trends that portend what may happen tomorrow, or next year or two years
Bend had the highest per capita in
from now if you know what to look for and how to track them.
Oregon for new businesses registered,
In preparation for this CBN feature, it was interesting to look back on my 2017
nearly three times the rate for Portland,
forecast article to see how well those predictions played out and compare to what
and roughly the same number (3,261) as in either Salem or Eugene, despite their
we think will happen this year. Here’s a quick summary:
respective populations being twice as large. Traded-sector companies (EDCO’s
clients, those who sell the majority of their goods or services
outside the region) added more than $600 million to the region’s
Indicator/Barometer
2017 Forecast
2017 Actual*
2018 Forecast
property tax base in 2017 alone.
U.S. General Economy
better than 2016
clearly better
better than 2017
For three consecutive years we’ve said that the tri-county’s
Central Oregon Economy
better than 2016
clearly better
better than 2017
economy would improve over the previous 12-month period. Can
U.S. GDP Annual Growth
3.5%
2.3%
3.0%
it do it again for another year? We think it will, and here are five
Bend-Redmond GDP Growth
higher than 6.9%
8.1%
8.9%
reasons why:
Job growth, population expansion and capital investment
U.S. Interest Rates
2-3 rate increases
3 rate increases
3-4 increases
in
the
region
remains very strong, despite constraints for housing
Central Oregon Population Growth
not covered
4.9%
4.5%
availability and affordability.
Central Oregon Employment Growth
not covered
5.9%
4.5%
Commercial and residential (single and multi-family) real
Major Federal Policy Changes to:
estate supply is starting to catch up with demand for space
needed by businesses and residents.
Banking:
no
no
yes
Attractiveness of the region just continues to improve.
Health Care:
no
no
no
Quality schools and health care, a vibrant arts community, an
Foreign Trade:
no
no
yes
incredible food and beverage scene, expanding college and
Tax Policy:
not covered
yes
yes
university campuses combined with the region’s natural beauty,
* Bend-Redmond GDP, population and employment growth data are for 2016 over 2015, which is most currently available at publication.
recreation amenities and dry climate have broad appeal.
While some complain about congestion, all things really
So, if that’s all you wanted to know, then read no further. The rest of this article
are relative, and commute times here are a fraction of those in other West Coast
provides reasoning behind these predictions. As one economist said, “A good
metros. With 25 daily flights from Redmond to 7 international airports, commercial
forecaster is not smarter than everyone else, he merely has his ignorance better
air service options to the rest of the world have never been better.
organized.” Let there be no misunderstanding, EDCO is not an economic forecasting
EDCO’s portfolio of companies that are looking to Move, Start or Grow in the
organization. Our charge is to positively influence our regional economy by helping
region remains strong. 197 projects are in play that, combined would invest more
private employers create jobs and diversify our employment base through industry
than $1 billion in capital investments and create 1,100 well-paying jobs.
development. But we have become students of the business cycle, following state,
Potential Headwinds
national and international trends because they have the ability to measurably alter our
Housing costs and availability in our region continue to weigh heavy on the
economic trajectory. We listen to the expert economic forecasters like ITR Economics,
minds of employers. And it’s not just Bend. Rental vacancy rates have been
and distill and apply their research to our region of the world.
hovering around 1 percent in nearly every community in Central Oregon for years.
National Economy
If the residential and commercial building community can’t keep up with demand
This year promises to be one of transition for the U.S. economy. We are now entering
or prices rise as they have in recent years for renters or homeowners, it will have a
month 103 of economic expansion which officially began in June 2009. Only one
dampening effect for our economy.
expansion period has been longer in the post WW II era: 120 months between 1991Despite the fact that more than 700 new residents a month, on average, call
2001. Expect 2018 to start strong with increasing rates of growth in key sectors,
Central Oregon home, the labor market is tight because job growth has been
however, ending the year on declining but still very positive rates of growth. Because
outpacing our region’s labor force expansion. For the first time in recent memory,
we won’t immediately feel the effects of slowing growth, expect that the economy will
we have seen a few local companies look to establish satellite operations outside
“feel” better than last year — more activity, job creation, even lower unemployment
our region to access talent. To the degree employers can or cannot fill open
rates and more wage inflation. Keep in mind that wage inflation is often viewed as a
positions will impact our economic performance.
key driver for overall inflation, which is a critical factor in the Fed’s setting of interest
Policy-making that impacts our business climate continues to be a major concern
rates. For that reason, we should expect to see both edge higher in 2018, making the
for employers, particularly private businesses. Large and small business owners
cost of borrowing more expensive for consumers and businesses.
alike have come to fear what will come out of annual legislative sessions in Salem.
Annual GDP growth, the measure of production of all goods and services, will
Mandated wages, benefits, retirement and scheduling are recent pills to swallow.
outpace 2017, which started weak but had two quarters above three percent.
Cause for alarm in the 2018 short, 53-day session? $700 million in annual fees (taxes)
Particularly strong sectors will include U.S. Industrial Production, Non-Defense Capital
on businesses that have air quality permits to fabricate a statewide carbon “cap and
Goods, Retail Sales, Durable & Non-Durable Goods and Single-Family Housing.
trade” market, all the while our unfunded liability for PERS grows larger.
Weakening sectors will include: Multi-Family Housing, Construction Machinery
To end on a positive note, the Central Oregon economy has never been on more
Manufacturing, Food Production and Electrical Equipment Manufacturing.
solid footing. A diverse mix of small companies in a broad variety of industries now
The big unanswered question is this: what impact will new tax law have on U.S.
forms the foundation of our employment base. With that diversity and incredibly
businesses in terms of catalyzing new capital investments, job creation and employee
strong job creation happening here, a high school or college graduate or new
wage increases? Several large corporations have already made announcements,
resident could not pick a better time in our 100+ year history to be looking for work.
including Apple, that said it would invest $350 billion over the next five years and
And that alone is a much different picture than this area has ever painted in its past,
create 20,000 jobs in the U.S. Retail conglomerate Walmart has committed to $700
even going back to the booming days of the sawmills that put places like Prineville,
million in wage increases and bonuses for its hourly employees. Boeing, Wells Fargo,
Bend and Sisters on the map.
AT&T, Comcast and Fifth Third Bancorp have all publicly announced that they would
edco.com

F

Milken Institute Ranks Bend-Redmond
MSA #1 Second Year in a Row
#1 One-Year Wage Growth,
#2 One-Year Job-Growth,
#2 Number of High-Tech Industries

T

he Los Angeles-based Milken Institute released their
2017 yearly findings to the Best Performing Small Cities
study, affirming for the second year in a row the BendRedmond area as number one in the country.
Of the nine key indicators the Milken Institute uses to
compile their listings, six of these improved over the BendRedmond MSA’s 2016 ranking, showcasing our area’s stellar
economic performance. The report noted a diverse set of
high-tech industries as continuing to sustain our area’s
economic expansion.
“It is rare that a metro claims the #1 position two years in a
row,” noted Roger Lee, CEO with Economic Development for
Central Oregon (EDCO). “In 2017, our area topped the nation
for GDP growth, experienced the second fastest job growth,
and came in sixth for population growth. While the Milken
Institute’s report sites EDCO’s role in this ranking, successful
economic development is a team endeavor and many
organizations and coordinated efforts are to be congratulated.”
An excerpt from the report, which can be found in its

entirety at www.best-cities.org under Small Cities rankings,
states, “The Bend-Redmond, OR, area remains the top
performing small region, held aloft by the second highest
job growth among its peers for both 2016 and the five-year
period 2011-2016. The region has a high quality of life and
easy access to outdoor recreation, drawing in tourists and
new residents alike. Demand from these new residents
has been contributing to higher housing prices, and the
precipitous fall in values experienced during the recession
has been more than made up. The presence of the Oregon
State University-Cascades campus is helping to create a
skilled local workforce, valuable to the diverse local hightech industry. The collaborative business community tries to
foster an entrepreneurial environment and has developed
solid support structures for new firms and startups in pursuit
of broad-based growth.”
edcoinfo.com

Of the nine key indicators the Milken
Institute uses to compile their listings, six of
these improved over the Bend-Redmond
MSA’s 2016 ranking, showcasing our area’s
stellar economic performance.

Women in the Workplace
Strategies for Overcoming
Challenges & Attitudes

W

hile women have made tremendous strides for
equality in the workplace, there are still some
industries that struggle with this issue, including
skilled trades and civil engineering.
According to statistics from the Department of Labor,
while women make up 74 percent of human resource
managers, 65 percent of education administrators and 60
percent of pharmacists, they comprise only 11 percent of
civil engineers, 26 percent of computer and information
system managers and 27 percent of chief executives.
Express Employment Professionals is doing its part to
educate job seekers on positive changes in historically
male-dominated industries, as well as encourage employers
to have a little flexibility in their schedules to accommodate
applicants such as single mothers.
“We continue to support women owned businesses through
the Women of the Year Awards, Scholarships for Women, being
an equal opportunity employer and many other community
organizations,” said Connie Druliner, franchise owner of the Bend

and Redmond Express offices.
Employers can do their part by offering flexibility and
doing so proactively, said Bob Funk, CEO of express, and a
former chairman of the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City.
“While we’ve made progress in breaking down barriers, you
never want to see the best applicant boxed out of a job just
because she has certain expectations or obligations that most
male applicants don’t,” he said. “Further, all of us should take it
upon ourselves to challenge prevailing notions about where
women ‘fit’ in the workforce. There shouldn’t be any limits, and
in truth, there aren’t — except the ones society and outdated
thinking impose.”
bendor.ExpressPros.com
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Commercial Real Estate in 2018
An Economic Outlook

M

ajor themes dominating the conversation around the commercial
real estate outlook for 2018 are:

1) Tax Reform
2) Global Economic Expansion
3) Midterm Elections
4) Shortages
Tax reform — The “Tax Cuts and Jobs Act” enacted in the last week of
2017 will unquestionably have an impact on business, the economy and
commercial real estate. It will take some time for all of the implications of
this complex tax reform to be fully implemented and years before the full
impacts are actually realized throughout the economy and the country.
The initial indications seem to be positive for commercial real estate and
business in general. 1031 exchanges remain intact, which is very good
news. Corporate tax cuts including the pass-through provisions, expensing
provisions, and other components will be a net win, providing increased
after-tax yields for most commercial real estate owners. Further, it appears
that the reforms will spur job growth and higher wages which is always a
positive for commercial real estate.
GRAPHIC | COURTESY OF COMPASS COMMERCIAL

by RON ROSS, CCIM
Compass Commercial Real Estate Services

In Bend, the various categories of
commercial real estate, retail, office,
industrial and multifamily, are all in
different stages of the business cycle, but
generally the entire Bend market is seeing
a maturing cycle. The real estate offerings
that are available are fully priced for a
sellers’ market. Buyers must be satisfied
with initial lower rates of return, in hopes
that rents can continue to be pushed up and
asset appreciation can continue in light of
potential higher rents and inflation.

Global economic expansion — 2017 experienced strong global
growth and many think it will continue to accelerate throughout 2018.
This accelerating growth has been driven by a myriad of factors including
recovery in Europe and Japan, sustained growth in China and India and
strength in emerging markets. U.S. leadership has played a large role in
the global recovery. Worldwide, the unemployment rate is heading down,
trade is strong, and stock markets are soaring. This, no doubt, translates to
economic benefits in local economies, including Central Oregon.
Midterm elections — The U.S. political climate is characterized by
partisan rancor, and this midterm election year promises some real fireworks,
as evidenced by the recent government shutdown debacle. Generally, this
is not good news for business as it creates uncertainty and even chaos. The
political acrimony is unquestionably a headwind for the overall business
climate.
Shortages — Workers of all types, skilled workers, tradespeople and
laborers are in short supply across the country. Scarcity in housing and more
specifically affordable housing is an issue in many areas of the country.
Locally, both of these areas of shortages are stifling economic growth as
businesses are having a difficult time finding workers and affordable housing
for them. Additionally, in Bend, the absence of available industrial and office
space is beginning to take a toll.
In Bend, the various categories of commercial real estate, retail, office,
industrial and multifamily, are all in different stages of the business cycle, but
generally the entire Bend market is seeing a maturing cycle. The real estate
offerings that are available are fully priced for a sellers’ market. Buyers must
be satisfied with initial lower rates of return, in hopes that rents can continue
to be pushed up and asset appreciation can continue in light of potential
higher rents and inflation.
Most of the investment purchase activity is driven by 1031 tax deferred
exchanges. Notwithstanding the tight market, there continues to be strong
demand for Bend investments. Surprisingly, many of the buyers are local, but
they are also coming from Portland, Seattle, California and other places.
Some of the outlying areas of Central Oregon are in earlier stages of the
business cycle, have more affordable housing and are poised for more
growth. Both Redmond and Prineville are gaining steam and there are still
some real buyer opportunities in those communities.
Overall, the economy should continue to prosper in 2018 despite a few
headwinds. Few are calling for a significant slowdown, much less a recession
for at least a year. Enjoy the good times.
Ron Ross, CCIM is a broker in Central Oregon with 37+ years of brokerage
experience. He’s a member of the Board of Directors for the CCIM Institute. Ron
joined Compass Commercial Real Estate Services as a broker in 2008. Contact
him by calling Compass Commercial Real Estate Services at 541-848-2444. www.
compasscommercial.com/Ron

Central Oregon’s Business Cycle Paradox

by DAMON RUNBERG, Economist
Oregon Employment Department

Our job growth continues to outpace
population and labor force growth.
As a result we no longer have the
glut of available labor we once had
during the depths of the recession.

W

hen we look back on 2017 many of us will remember local headlines
about a tight labor supply and affordable housing concerns. Yet, it was
a year with healthy job growth, a diversifying economy and noteworthy
wage gains. By most measures 2017 was a stellar year for the Bend-Redmond metro
area. However, as we move along the business cycle we simultaneously see both
opportunities and challenges. One person can benefit while another person must
overcome obstacles at the same point in the business cycle. A paradox.
During the depths of the recession there was an abundance of housing (good),
but we had a large number of people underwater on their mortgage and high
foreclosure rates (bad). During the depths of a recession there was an abundance
of skilled labor on the market for businesses to hire from (good), but there was high
unemployment amongst the workforce (bad).
We see similar paradoxes today. During our current expansion we have struggled
with sufficient housing availability and affordability (bad). However, fewer people are
underwater on their mortgage and homeowners are growing equity in their homes
(good). During our current expansion the labor supply became tight after years
of sustained job growth making it difficult for businesses to find qualified workers
(bad), but workers have more opportunities and have seen wage increases (good).
As we enter a new year many folks are curious if 2018 will be a good year for the

local economy. The answer is “it depends.” We are seeing the pace of job growth
slow considerably. This does not mean that we are expecting an impending
recession. The early part of expansions are often characterized by fast growth.
Eventually expansions mature or slow, typically due to supply constraints. In a
natural resource based economy that supply constraint might be timber, coal, oil
or gold. However, in our service and information economy that supply constraint
is labor.
Our job growth continues to outpace population and labor force growth. As
a result we no longer have the glut of available labor we once had during the
depths of the recession. Today in the Bend-Redmond metro area there are only
around two unemployed individuals per help wanted ad. That ratio was closer to
ten unemployed per help wanted ad back in 2011.
If you are a business looking to hire in 2018 don’t expect these labor supply
constraints to ease. Recruiting outside the region is a good strategy for
expanding an applicant pool, but know that the lack of housing options may
slow the hiring process.
If you are a reliable worker you should have options in 2018. Smart, creative
and reliable individuals are in high demand across the High Desert. And, you
have leverage for a pay raise. The average annual wage in Deschutes County rose
6.5 percent over the past three years, amongst the fastest growth in the West.
Labor supply constraints are placing an upward pressure on wages.
If you are looking for housing in Central Oregon in 2018 it will continue to be
challenging. There are no signs that we will see prices drop anytime soon. The
rate of growth in home prices is slowing, but it is also becoming more expensive
to borrow with rising interest rates. Building activity has ramped up the past
several years and we are starting to see the first signs that new housing units
are easing the housing availability constraint. There may also be some relief on
rental prices with many new apartment units coming on the market this year.
We want affordable housing, but we also want to see our homes appreciate.
We want businesses to have access to skilled labor, but we don’t want high levels
of unemployment. We want businesses to be profitable, but we also want to see
wage growth. How do we have all of this at the same time? The answer is that we
don’t. Regardless of where we sit in the business cycle there are going to be both
opportunities and challenges.
My grandfather was a dryland wheat farmer. He relied on the rain in the spring
and a warm dry summer. Too little rain in the spring would reduce his yield.
Summer rains would harm or delay the harvest. When Mother Nature brought
the perfect combination of rain and sun he took advantage of it and maximized
the harvest. For he knew that next year the conditions may not be so favorable.
Take advantage of the opportunities that present themselves in today’s business
climate for tomorrow will bring new opportunities and new challenges.
qualityinfo.org

Tech On The Edge

by PRESTON CALLICOTT
CEO of Five Talent

Central Oregon’s nationally recognized
ecosystem has transformed into an industry
comprised of stable, mature companies as
well as a fast-growing number of startups.

B

y all accounts, the 2018 economic outlook looks strong for Central Oregon. We
kept our #1 ranking on the Milken Institute’s Best Performing Small Cities list,
our gross domestic product is far outpacing the national average, our traded
sector companies are forecasting growth and new jobs, and local startups are
getting traction and funding. A few more feet of snow in the mountains this winter
and we can say we have every reason to celebrate.
Good News (with a Heavy Dose of Reality)
It all looks like good news. But for those of us in the tech industry, there are some
serious challenges that could slam the brakes on growth if we can’t solve them.
Recruiting talent is at the top of the list. According to Teri Hockett of the Technology
Association of Oregon (TAO), there are 35 local tech companies forecasting over 450
job openings in the coming year. Like Five Talent, companies are already struggling
to recruit workers to fill them.
Tech has always moved fast, but the speed of innovation is now forcing
companies to adapt and respond instantaneously to market demands and
opportunities. Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML) and Machine
Intelligence (MI) solutions from Amazon Web Services (AWS) and others are helping
companies respond, but they require a commitment to re-architect systems,
processes and services to take advantage of them. We need system architects and
developers capable of adapting to these changes and crafting the solutions of the
future. That kind of talent is in high demand across the country, and we must be
competitive to recruit them.
Hockett, who represents and advocates for Central Oregon tech companies,
understands the recruitment issues facing local firms. She is spearheading a
recruiting marketing campaign targeting tech workers in Seattle, Portland and the
Bay Area. Economic Development for Central Oregon, East Cascades Workforce
Investment Board, Visit Bend, Bend Economic Development Advisory Board, Start
Up Bend, along with several businesses are active participants in this campaign as it
crosses all areas of economic development in Central Oregon. “As a region, we have
so many pieces in place to support the tech industry in the long term,” says Hockett.
“This includes the expansion of OSU Cascades, COCC, Apprenti (a newly launched
tech apprenticeship program), and the Bend Chamber’s Education to Employment
program. Yet companies need workers right now to fill positions and that means we
have to recruit talent from outside Central Oregon.”
The fact is that we’ve faced challenges in our local tech industry before. It’s going
to take similar determination, effort and innovation to overcome them now.
An Island Refuge in the High Desert
A lot of us in this industry came to Bend as corporate refugees. After the dot-com
bubble burst in 2000, people considered it a career-ending move to leave the Bay
Area and larger markets for a place like Bend. Central Oregon had very few tech
companies and virtually no opportunities for experienced tech executives. Local
companies that had managed to succeed seemed to follow a pattern of getting
bought, rebought and consolidated. Many ultimately relocated to markets where

talent and opportunities were more plentiful. We knew that and made the leap
anyway, willing to take the risk for a better life for ourselves and our families.
As early movers, many of us were fortunate enough to arrive with jobs that
allowed us to work remotely and commute back to bigger tech centers. It didn’t
take long before we got tired of hotel rooms and plane commutes and started
our own tech businesses closer to home. Slowed by a lack of capital and local
talent, growth was gradual at first. But by 2005, Bend had finally started to
emerge as a small tech hub, attracting investors and an influx of tech workers.
The shift helped us pick up the pace of our expansion. Within a few years,
software companies like Five Talent, G-5, GL Solutions and others had achieved
enough success and longevity to anchor an early tech ecosystem.
Best-of-Class Ecosystem
A dozen years later, Central Oregon’s nationally recognized ecosystem has
transformed into an industry comprised of stable, mature companies as well as
a fast-growing number of startups. In addition, a new wave of urban refugees
is arriving with the energy, ideas and desire to spin up their own businesses. We
still need better access to early stage capital, but the most urgent need now is
finding the professionals to help these companies grow.
Most of us would prefer to expand our workforce locally. Having all employees
under one roof means a better company culture, greater efficiencies and far
more opportunities for creative collaboration and innovative thinking. Still, when
we cannot find the talent we need, we must consider expanding to remote
offices in larger markets or relocating altogether.
The Core Issue
Given our rosy economic outlook and our reputation as one of the
country’s best places to live, what exactly is the recruitment problem? In one
word: housing.
The reality is that once we’ve found an excellent candidate for a job, most
of us are spending as much time helping candidates find housing as we did
recruiting them. Technologists usually accept that salaries in Central Oregon are
below those in metro markets. However, they also expect a lower cost of living
and far more affordable housing prices to offset any reduction in their pay. With
the median price of a single-family home in Bend at $465,000 and extremely
limited inventory, the math is not compelling enough for many to risk relocation.
Renting is just as challenging, with a rental vacancy rate under three percent and
increasing prices.
We know Bend has an affordable housing issue. Without further expansion
of the urban growth boundary (UGB), where is the housing inventory going to
come from to accommodate growth? And what form will it take? Thanks to the
UGB, new forms of middle-market, working-class housing must be created using
denser footprints to drive prices down and get workers closer to their jobs.
Maybe the problem with our recruitment efforts lies in the Wages + Housing
+ Cost of Living equation itself. It’s clear we won’t be increasing wages to meet
Silicon Valley levels. It may cost less than the Bay Area but more than people
expect to buy a house here. Our cost of living may remain similar to urban
areas. Perhaps what we need to do is find people willing to relocate based on a
different set of values. Time. Freedom. Open space. Community. Connection.
Bottom-line: It’s All Worth It
I think I can speak for many of us who took the leap almost 20 years ago and
say it was worth it. Our careers didn’t end. We aren’t technology outcasts. Instead,
we’ve built successful, leading-edge companies that employ smart, talented
people with the time and energy to enjoy their lives. Our families are healthy
and thriving. We live in a landscape that inspires us. And we’ve been a part of
pioneering a new tech ecosystem that is innovating and creating solutions that
rival anything happening in the big cities. Our risk-taking DNA brought us here
and it can propel us to find answers to the challenges we face together.
Preston Callicott is CEO of Five Talent, a company based in Oregon since 2004,
which ideates, creates and deploys amazing applications for clients throughout the
United States. After business development and management roles at HP, AMD and
PWC, he found his love for startups, and was part of the executive teams for over a
dozen. Preston’s superpower is translating business needs into real-world solutions
and is the “go-to” guy to get things done. He’s a renaissance man with a broad
knowledge of management, business development and technology. Preston devotes
a great deal of energy into civic initiatives focused on innovation, education and
economic development.
fivetalent.com

